Driver adoption is Nauto’s priority. Driver Behavior Alerts impact driver behavior without manager intervention needed, and on average Manager-Led Coaching uploads retrieves less than 0.1% of driving video on average to capture coachable events. For fleets seeking additional driver engagement, Nauto’s driver-centric products offers transparency and privacy protections.

**Self-Guided Coaching**

It takes two to coach.
Safety solutions traditionally equip only fleet managers, not drivers, with the tools to improve fleet safety.

Drivers want transparency.
Many video-based solutions leave drivers in the dark, limiting video access to managers only.

Drivers see it first.
Fleets should enable drivers to act quickly in helping protect roads by initiating uploads when an incident occurs.

Nauto takes a driver-first approach with automated collision avoidance alerts in the vehicle and exceptions-based uploads for Manager-Led Coaching.

Fleets seeking additional engagement can further build driver adoption:

- **Enable drivers to self-coach**
  Give drivers the tools to improve behavior before formal training is needed.

- **Break down barriers**
  Equip drivers with full transparency into their uploaded video.

- **Help protect drivers with the press of a button**
  Give drivers the power to upload footage and notify managers from the driver’s seat.

“This is a life saving device that we have in our cars today.”

Michael Johnson, Driver Transportation Management Corp.
Nauto’s driver-first solution equips drivers with tools to engage with your safety program. Self-Guided Coaching features make your drivers active participants in your safety program.

### FEATURES

**Driver App**

iOS and Android mobile application for individual drivers to gain equal access to On-Demand Coaching’s safety scores and event media:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VERA Score</th>
<th>Attentive Driving Score</th>
<th>Smooth Driving Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event Media &amp; Details</td>
<td>Distracted Driving &amp; Drowsiness</td>
<td>Speeding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trip History**

**Driver-Initiated Events**

(Advanced Feature)

Additional in-vehicle hardware for drivers to upload video directly in the vehicle:

- Press one (1) time to upload 30 seconds of video (starting 20 seconds before press)
- Press three (3) times to upload 60 seconds of video (starting 20 seconds before press) and notify fleet manager

1. Assessment of average duration of uploaded exceptions divided by average drive time duration as measured by Nauto devices.

Experience the features [nauto.com/product/self-guided-coaching](nauto.com/product/self-guided-coaching)

Nauto® is the only real-time AI-powered Driver and Fleet Safety Platform able to help predict, prevent, and reduce high-risk events in the mobility ecosystem. By analyzing billions of data points from over 650 million AI-analyzed video miles, Nauto’s machine learning algorithms continuously improve and help to impact driver behavior before events happen, not after. Nauto has enabled the largest commercial fleets in the world to avoid more than 25,000 collisions, resulting in nearly $180 million in savings.

Nauto is located in North America, Japan, and Europe. Learn more at [nauto.com](nauto.com) or on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.

Start your trip today

[nauto.com/contact](nauto.com/contact)